Early human ADME using microdoses and microtracers: bioanalytical considerations.
Quantitative assessment of metabolites of drug candidates in early-phase clinical development presents an analytical challenge when methods, standards and assays are not yet available. Radioisotopic labeling, principally with radiocarbon ((14)C), is the preferred method for discovering and quantifying the absolute yields of metabolites in the absence of reference material or a priori knowledge of the human metabolism. However, the detection of (14)C is inefficient by decay counting methods and, as a result, high radiological human (14)C-doses had been needed to assure sensitive detection of metabolites over time. High radiological doses and the associated costs have been a major obstacle to the routine (and early) use of (14)C despite the recognized advantages of a (14)C-tracer for quantifying drug metabolism and disposition. Accelerator mass spectrometry eliminates this long-standing problem by reducing radioactivity levels while delivering matrix-independent quantitation to attomole levels of sensitivity in small samples or fractionated isolates. Accelerator mass spectrometry and trace (14)C-labeled drugs are now used to obtain early insights into the human metabolism of a drug candidate in ways that were not previously practical. With this article we describe some of our empirically based approaches for regualted bioanalysis and offer perspectives on current applications and opportunities for the future.